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A new fashion year has begun. And with this sense of newness 
comes all the exciting opportunities that a new fashion year 
brings with it. The shops are filling up with brand new pieces for 
autumn/winter, the days are getting colder and shorter as the fall 
approaches and we have the party season to look forward to. 

I’ve always loved autumn, well before I ever became interested 
in fashion. It’s such a vibrancy of colours, rich earthy tones 
wherever you look. There’s also a crispness in the air and the 
smells are usually divine, from misty mornings or afternoon 
showers. Funnily enough when I think of the new fashion year, 
these exact same thoughts are evoked in me. We’re moving 
away from the heady summer days and the unbearable heat and 
there’s a sense of anticipation in the air when thinking about the 
new season. What will be in fashion this year; what has fallen by 
the wayside and what new and exciting things are the designers 
going to give us when fashion month kicks off in a couple of 
weeks? There is so much possibility in the air that it really makes 
September my favourite month. 

So it’s for that reason I’ve decided to do The September Issue 
again this year. It was so much fun planning and executing it last 
year that it was a no-brainer to continue the idea this year. It also 
resonated well with you guys, so why not keep a good thing 
going? For this issue we are once again focusing on delivering 
high-quality shoots that are above the average produced for this 
blog. The whole idea is to go all out for September and really 
show you guys what I ca do. That may be a bit of a hard task to 
achieve for me, especially considering some of the shoots I’ve 
done this summer, but we’ll see how you guys like them. We 
have four amazing shoots to showcase, an accessories shoot with 
a difference; The Fashion Charts will be back again for fashion 
month, there will be a comprehensive coverage of all four 
fashion weeks and the Top 10 Trends of Autumn/Winter. It’s 
gonna be a jam-packed month!
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